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“these are not my tears (…) 
these are genes crying”2

On June the 1st 1943 a  small village, Sochy, located in Zamość County (Lublin 
Voivodeship, Poland), was methodically annihilated and its inhabitants, about two 
hundred people, were brutally slaughtered during the process of the Germanisation 
of the region3. The carnage began early in the morning and continued mercilessly 
for a  “few apocalyptic hours”4, until the village was almost completely destroyed. 
According to the relations and reports left by the survivors of the massacre, only 
one household remained intact5, the other parts of the village were either burned or 
demolished during the German pacification. Where once was a lively village, only 
cinders remained. And a small number of survivors (mostly children) were left trau-
matized, scarred with unforgettable images of genocide lingering for the rest of their 
lives... or perhaps even longer, as “the war never dies”6 and its consequences never 
fade away, states Anna Janko, the daughter of Teresa Ferenc, one of the children who 
survived the massacre in Sochy. Born twelve years after the war, Janko learned about 
1 The following article is a part of “Obrazy tożsamości kulturowej w kontekście zjawiska postpamięci...” 

research project which was supported by the Jagiellonian University DSC fund for young scholars 
(Faculty of Philosophy of the Jagiellonian University, 2015).

2 A. Janko, Mała Zagłada, Kraków 2015, p. 19 [own translation].
3 For more information see: J. Fajkowski, J. Religa, Zbrodnie hitlerowskie na wsi polskiej 1939–1945, 

Warszawa 1981, p. 456; R. Lukas, Zapomniany Holokaust. Polacy pod okupacją niemiecką 1939–1944, 
trans. S. Stodulski, Poznań 2012, p. 68.

4 A. Sańczuk, “'Skończyło się życie, a wieś przestała istnieć”. Anna Janko o pacyfikacji Zamojszczyzny 
i  traumie drugiego pokolenia [on-line:] http://weekend.gazeta.pl/weekend/1,138262,17293122,__
Skonczylo_sie_zycie__a_wies_przestala_istniec___.html [10.09.2015] [own translation].

5 J. Fajkowski, J. Religa, op. cit., p. 456.
6 A. Janko, op. cit., p. 182 [own translation].
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the tragedy in Sochy only through the accounts provided by her family (mostly – her 
mother), yet the image of the massacre had been returning so strongly and so often 
in other people’s memories, that she describes her own childhood as growing up “in 
the shadow of war”7 which “never disappears, not even at the equator at high noon”8.

Trying to analyze the phenomenon of trauma transmission, Marianne Hirsch 
invented the term “postmemory”, which in her article, entitled, The Generation of 
Postmemory, she explains as “the relationship that the generation after those who 
witnessed cultural or collective trauma bears to the experiences of those who came 
before, experiences that they »remember« only by means of the stories, images, and 
behaviors among which they grew up”9. While this term is primarily used in the 
historical context of the Holocaust, as Hirsch states herself, postmemory may take 
various forms and may be extremely relevant in describing numerous other genera-
tional trauma transmissions. Such examples can be easily detected in many literary 
works, however the aim of this article is to analyze the connection between inherited 
memories and one’s own narrative using Janko’s Mała Zagłada10 as an illustration 
and research material.

What Hirsch adds and what is also very important, is that:

the descendants of survivors (of victims as well as of perpetrators) of massive traumatic 
events connect so deeply to the previous generation’s remembrances of the past that they 
need to call that connection memory and thus that, in certain extreme circumstances, 
memory can be transmitted to those who were not actually there to live an event.11

This so-called “second” or “next” generation is virtually shaped and defined by the 
damage that occurred in their parents’ lives and becomes immersed so deeply in the 
others’ memories of trauma, that, as a consequence, such memories begin to influen-
ce their own imagination and narrative:

7 Ibidem, p. 86 [own translation].
8 Ibidem. It is worth noting here that the metaphor of shadow Janko uses to explain her relationship 

with her mother's memory is connected not only with overwhelming nature of postmemory, but 
also with its ability to conceal or even efface other experiences or emotions.

9 M. Hirsch, The Generation of Postmemory, “Poetics Today”, Vol. 29:1, 2008, p. 106.
10 The title may be literally translated as “little extermination” or “little annihilation” (the word “little” 

being used here to stress that the survivors of the massacre in Sochy were mostly children), how-
ever, the fact that the authoress deliberately begins the word “Zagłada” with capital letter seems to 
show a direct relation to Holocaust (which is in Polish often called “Zagłada”) and Second World 
War. The ambiguity of the title may also be connected with Janko's general opinion about wars 
and genocide, an issue she addressed e.g. in the interview for “Gazeta Wyborcza”: “Mała Zagłada 
cannot be finished (…) as wars, the acts of genocide, continue to happen”. D. Wodecka, Za-
bierzcie Auschwitz do Berlina. Z Anną Janko rozmawia Dorota Wodecka, “Gazeta Wyborcza” 2015, 
31.01.2015–01.02.2015, p. 18 [own translation].

11 M. Hirsch, The Generation..., op. cit., p. 105–106.
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To grow up with such overwhelming inherited memories, to be dominated by narra- 
tives that preceded one’s birth or one’s consciousness, is to risk having one’s own stories 
and experiences displaced, even evacuated, by those of a previous generation. It is to 
be shaped, however indirectly, by traumatic events that still defy narrative reconstruc-
tion and exceed comprehension. These events happened in the past, but their effects 
continue into the present12.

Thus, describing the situation of the second generation – of those who grew up 
immersed in their parents’ traumatic stories – is often a challenge, as their own emo-
tions are embodied by painful family narratives, they even become displaced, forged 
or replaced by memories that had not been their own, that they had inherited from 
their parents and their generation.

The case of Janko is not an exception – the story she delivers in Mała Zagłada 
consists both of images provided by her mother and other family members (her 
mother’s siblings, also survivors of the massacre) and her own childhood and young 
adulthood memories, to which she not only returns, but which she also reflects upon. 
Such narration corresponds well with a great paradox of postmemory: Janko returns 
to her childhood, but the trauma of the Sochy massacre is not her own, rather it is 
borrowed from her mother, yet is entrenched so deeply in her own consciousness, 
that it can almost compete with her personal experiences and memory. Despite the 
fact that Janko had not witnessed the pacification of the village personally, she inter-
cepts memories from her family and treats them almost like her own. “I took your 
history from you, mother, your apocalypse. You fed me with it when I was little (…) 
I have it in my blood”13, she explains, addressing her mother, whom she perceives to 
be the main source of the transmitted memory and trauma.

The mother’s and daughter’s stories intertwine with one another, as Janko pur-
posely merges two perspectives together, so that the narrator speaks with two voices, 
one belonging to the actual trauma survivor and the other to a person from the next 
generation, tainted with postmemory. This interesting mechanism of simultaneous 
perception is both a common feature of postmemory and a challenge to the reader, 
who may wonder on whose behalf the authoress speaks – her own, or her mother’s. 
Henri Raczymow describes this kind of situation as “somewhat paradoxical”14, as 
one is “supposed to speak”15 about some traumatic events from the past, yet – not 
being an actual witness of the very event – essentially “[has] nothing to say”16. How-
ever, due to the overwhelming nature of postmemory the need to speak, to write, 

12 Ibidem, p. 107.
13 A. Janko, op. cit., p. 242 [own translation].
14 H. Raczymow, Memory Shot Through With Holes, trans. A. Astro, “Yale French Studies” 1994, 85: 

Discourses of Jewish Identity in Twentieth-Century France, p. 98.
15 Ibidem.
16 Ibidem.
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or, perhaps, in the words of Art Spiegelman, to “bleed history”17 – even though it is 
a history that was created, based on borrowed memories – seems to be omnipresent 
in the second generation. “I wanted to see the place my mother was led to after the 
pacification, to follow her footsteps”18, states Janko, and the insatiable desire to fol-
low her mother’s footsteps is a constant psychological burden and an impellent of 
her writing. While the second generation does not desire trauma per se, it longs for 
the feeling of belonging, for continuity in their family history, for – as Raczymow 
may say – memory without holes19. The reason for such longing is connected with 
the fact, that children of survivors face a dire situation in which “both a personal and 
ethnic identity has been wiped out”20.

On June the 1st 1943 the village of Sochy was annihilated, and together with peo-
ple who were slaughtered or houses that were physically destroyed, survivors’ family 
histories and feelings of stability or sense of security had been forsaken. Survivors of 
the Sochy massacre and their future children are left homeless21 in both the literal 
and metaphorical sense; they are not only devoid of their households or hometown 
they had to evacuate, but also the loss of home is connected with the loss of family 
and the sense of belonging. Instead, they are granted with a gap in family history, 
tattered memories mixed with emotions they often do not understand, constant 
anxiety and “inherited fear”22. As Janko confesses, the feeling of cultural extirpation 
(“I do not know where I come from”23), lack of stability and the dead weight of post-
memory had not only been constantly present during her childhood, but continue to 
accompany her throughout her life. Thus, despite the absence of personal first-hand 
experience and even though the second generation is separated from their parents’ 

17 See: A. Spiegelman, Maus: A Survivor's Tale: My Father Bleeds History, New York 1991. For further 
reading on the subject of Spiegelman's graphic novel see also: M. Hirsch, The Generation..., op. cit., 
pp. 112–114.  

18 D. Wodecka, op. cit., p. 16 [own translation].
19 H. Raczymow, op. cit., p. 102. It is worth mentioning that the metaphor “memory shot through 

with holes” used by Raczymow is not unusual as Efraim Sicher also uses similar phrasing while writ-
ing about a “hole in memory”, “absent memory” or about “a void (…) which demands to be filled”. 
See: E. Sicher, The Future of the Past: Countermemory and Postmemory in Contemporary American 
Post-Holocaust Narratives, “History and Memory”, Vol. 12, No. 2 (Fall/Winter 2000), p. 64.

20 E. Sicher, op. cit., p. 63.
21 I use the term “homeless” in its metaphorical meaning referring to Adam Zagajewski's reflection 

on the situation of the second generation presented in his essay Two Cities. As Zagajewski states, 
“a homeless person (…) is someone who by accident, caprice of fate, his own fault, or the fault of his 
temperament, did not want – or was incapable in his childhood or early youth of forging – close 
and affectionate bonds with the surroundings in which he grew up and matured”. It is worth 
pointing out that “surrounding” may here refer both to hometown and, figuratively, to a sense of 
belonging, stability or even: being anchored in family history. A. Zagajewski, Two Cities. On exile, 
history, and the imagination, trans. Lilian Vallee, Athens, Georgia 2002, p. 4.

22 A. Janko, op. cit., p. 9 [own translation].
23 A. Sańczuk, op. cit. [10.09.2015] [own translation].
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past with “a break impossible to bridge”24, their suffering and psychological scars are 
no less real.

“The impact [of the trauma – author’s note A. K.] was so tremendous that through 
her [Janko’s mother – AN A. K.] memory mine is also affected”25, explains Janko, 
trying to portray the situation of the next generation in the interview for “Gazeta 
Wyborcza”. Her choice to describe the connection to the previous generation’s trauma 
with the term “impact”26 shows, that postmemory is often transmitted involuntarily, 
perhaps even without immediate awareness of the process itself. Both individual and 
collective memory of the second generation is “shaped by traumatic events that can be 
neither fully understood nor re-created”27, explains Hirsch, stressing the fact that the 
process of trauma transmission is usually accompanied with confusion and a lack of 
understanding. Congruent with Janko, numerous other children of trauma survivors 
declare that memories or emotions they received from their parents are somehow im-
planted so deeply in their own consciousness, that it is often impossible to distinguish 
them from their own memories or explain the very process of transmission. 

As observed in Mikołaj Grynberg’s Oskarżam Auschwitz. Opowieści rodzinne – 
a collection of narrative interviews with children of Holocaust survivors – the trau-
ma of war affects not only those who experienced it first-hand, but also those, who 
received it in postmemory. “It was our history”28, explain in their interview Doron 
and Roger, sons of Krystyna Chiger, the authoress of The Girl in the Green Sweater: 
A Life in Holocaust’s Shadow29, who survived Holocaust hiding in the sewers of Lvov. 
“Their [parents – AN A. K.] history was my history”30, agrees Dahlia, also inter-
viewed by Grynberg as a representative of the succeeding generation, whose mother 
had suffered in Auschwitz, Birkenau, Ravensbrück and Neustadt-Glewe. It is worth 
pointing out that Janko uses sentences and words similar to phrases that appear in 
interviews collected by Grynberg in his recent work, as she often expresses the in-
ability to separate herself from her mother’s memories. “Since I remember I have 
always been thinking about war. I have lived in its context since childhood”31, she 
writes, stressing that war-centered memories and thoughts became a primary refer-
ence point she used to define herself with, while growing up. This corresponds well 
24 M. Hirsch Past Lives: Postmemories in Exile, “Poetics Today” 1996, 17/4 (Winter), p. 622. See 

also: K. Goertz, Transgenerational Representations of the Holocaust: From Memory to "Post-Memory", 
“World Literature Today” 1998, No. 72, pp. 33–38.

25 D. Wodecka, op. cit., p. 17 [own translation].
26 In Polish: “uderzenie”. Ibidem, p. 17.
27 M. Hirsch, Past Lives..., op. cit., p. 662.
28 M. Grynberg, Oskarżam Auschwitz. Opowieści rodzinne, Wołowiec 2014, p. 265 [own translation]. 

For further reading on the subject see also: A. Kuchta, Zawłaszczone narracje. Obrazy postpamięci 
w zbiorze „Oskarżam Auschwitz. Opowieści rodzinne Mikołaja Grynberga”, “Konteksty Kultury”, Vol. 12,  
No. 2, pp. 251–264.

29 See: K. Chiger, D. Paisner, The Girl in the Green Sweater: A Life in Holocaust's Shadow, New York 2008.
30 M. Grynberg, op. cit., p. 212 [own translation].
31 A. Janko, op. cit., p. 171 [own translation].
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with Anna Sawisz’s theories about memory and transmission, who states that the 
process of transmission is almost never neutral, and its reception depends strongly 
on the character of the source, as certain transmitters possess an ability to strengthen 
and validate the message32. Thus, it is not surprising that the memories Janko in-
tercepts from her family almost result in merging her own identity with stories she 
received: “Sometimes I was imagining that I was you”33, she writes addressing her 
mother. Representatives of the second generation often continue to struggle with 
consequences of trauma transmission for the rest of their lives, as their identity is 
profoundly formed on the basis of borrowed memories they do not understand, 
yet cannot dismiss or reject. Hence, while postmemory is founded not on autobio-
graphical experience, “the heritage of suffering”34, as Sicher suggests, it may result in 
genuine pain. The experiences may not be first-hand, but the memories feel none-
theless real and have a fair share in constituting a second-generation person’s identity.

This constant connection and struggle between inculcated memories of trauma 
and one’s own experiences and narrative finds its reflection both in the content and 
in the structure of the text of Mała Zagłada. The composition and the genre of 
Janko’s work are not easy to define: Janko’s mother’s story about tragedy in Sochy 
(sometimes presented as a monologue, sometimes delivered in a form of a dialogue 
between mother and daughter) is mixed with her own memories from childhood 
and reflection upon them. The authoress intentionally describes the situation of both 
herself and her mother concurrently, so that the two perspectives intertwine with 
each other and the structure of the text may remind the confusion Janko experi-
enced growing up in the shadows of postmemory (“[borrowed history – AN A. K.] 
obfuscated my view of the world for decades”35). On personal level, Mała Zagłada 
may be read as a dialogue between mother and daughter and the authoress’ attempt 
to understand both her mother – whom she often addresses, asks questions, even 
argues with (“Mother, it is not possible for you to remember it all in such a detailed 
way, because trauma disorganizes memories”36) – and her own emotions and experi-
ences. “It is almost as if this book is me diagnosing myself ”37, she explains putting 
emphasis on the fact, that writing may serve as a form of personal therapy, a way 
of confronting confusion or fears. Committing thoughts and emotions to paper is 
a way of coming to terms with the past and allows Janko to comprehend the relation-
ship she shares with her mother.

32 A. Sawisz., Transmisja pamięci przeszłości [in:] B. Szacka, A. Sawisz, Czas przeszły i pamięć społeczna, 
Warszawa 1990, pp. 122.

33 A. Janko, op. cit., p. 29.
34 E. Sicher, op. cit., p. 65.
35 A. Janko, op. cit., p. 242 [own translation].
36 Ibidem, p. 85 [own translation].
37 A. Sańczuk, op. cit. [10.09.2015] [own translation].
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Sicher categorizes literary works created by representatives of the second genera-
tion somewhere “between autobiography and testimony”38, as they may be read both 
as important evidence of past tragedy (even though the traumatic event was not ex-
perienced first-hand) and, simultaneously, as a story, a biography of a person grow-
ing up surrounded by borrowed memories. Referencing her own work, Janko states, 
that her main aim as the author of Mała Zagłada was to reveal, to bring to light her 
mother’s story and enrich it with a touch of broader context and universal value39. 
The fact that the story she writes turns out to be just as much her mother’s as her own 
is, as Janko claims, not a literary device used to diversify the text of Mała Zagłada, 
but rather a  consequence of her inability to separate her mother’s memories from 
her own narrative (a common trait of children of trauma survivors) and the personal 
need to feel connected with a history, she received while growing up. Janko’s aim to 
expose her family history and the need for self-diagnosis may be also read as a meta-
phorical search for her own narrative, the one she unravels in the process of writing. 
The shadows of postmemory can never cease to exist completely, however, as Janko 
proves, self-diagnosis of her state as the daughter of a trauma survivor allows her to 
address the subject on a more general level: “I discovered in my individual existence 
the absolute truth of the inheritance of trauma”40. Not only did the creation of Mała 
Zagłada serve as a personal means for learning and understanding her own emotions, 
motives or even behavior, but also, as one may see analyzing Janko’s literary work in 
broader perspective, it is a striving to explain the general phenomenon of postmem-
ory and trauma transmission. Featuring her work with numerous literary references 
and theoretical background on the subject41, Janko proves that she aims not only to 
present her situation as a representative of the second generation, but also attempts to 
address the ongoing questions regarding borrowed memories’ influence on children 
brought up by trauma survivors. Instead of immersing oneself in postmemory, Janko 
proposes a healthy relationship between the past and the present. “I found my roots 
in this history”42, the authoress explains and compares Mała Zagłada to a “peculiar 
family album”43, a form of commitment to previous generations and their tragic past, 
an equivalent of regular family history, ties and childhood that had been taken away 
from her mother (and in consequence – from her) that tragic day in Sochy. Analysis 
of Janko’s literary work proves, that using writing as a method of deciphering both her 
mother’s story and her own biography, the authoress discovers that understanding her 
family history and her situation as a representative of the second generation may serve 
as a form of metaphorical anchorage and remedy for homelessness in a general sense.

38 E. Sicher, op. cit., p. 66.
39 A. Sańczuk, op. cit. [10.09.2015]
40 Ibidem. [10.09.2015] [own translation].
41 Janko references, among others, Swietłana Aleksijewicz, Daniel Goldhagen and Philip Zimbardo to 

provide a theoretical background to her biographical story. See: A. Janko, op. cit., p. 258–259.
42 A. Sańczuk, op. cit. [10.09.2015] [own translation].
43 Ibidem. [10.09.2015] [own translation].
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Summary

The article focuses on the issue of postmemory (a term by M. Hirsch) basing on 
Mała Zagłada (published in 2015) written by Anna Janko, the daughter of Teresa 
Ferenc, who survived the massacre in Sochy (June the 1st 1943). The main objective 
is not only to present the experience of „the second generation” in the context of the 
phenomenon of postmemory, but also to analyze the effect of transmitted memories 
and trauma on next generation representatives’ identity and narrative. Interpreting 
the subject of postmemory the authoress provides a theoretical background referenc-
ing, among others, the thought of M. Hirsch, E. Sicher and H. Raczymow.
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